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ABSTRACT

Purpose of the study: This research was conducted to analyze the test instruments used to measure students' HOTS abilities on static fluid material at Senior high school 2 Jambi City.

Methodology: The evaluation instrument provided was in the form of 20 items of two-tier multiple choice questions related to static fluid material. The Rasch model is used to get fit items. This analysis was carried out with the help of Ministeps software. Respondents in this study were 36 students of class XI MIPA 1 Senior high school 2 Jambi City.

Main Findings: From the output of the Ministeps program, the results obtained were 20 questions according to the Rasch model with an average Outfit MNSQ score for person and item respectively 0.94 and 0.94. While the Outfit ZSTD values for persons and items are 0 and -0.1 respectively, while the reliability of the instrument expressed in Cronbach's alpha is 0.79.

Novelty/Originality of this study: The evaluation instrument used for physics subjects on static fluid material is fit with the Rasch model. so that the instrument meets the criteria for use.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Evaluation of learning is an activity that educators must implement in every learning implementation [1]. In every series of good learning stages, the evaluation must be carried out continuously [2]. Learning evaluation activities must be carried out in a planned and interconnected manner between educational supporting factors [3]. This is so that evaluation activities can function as a tool to find out how far the effectiveness of the implementation of teaching and learning has been carried out to achieve the goal. Teachers need evaluation instruments to conduct an assessment, test students' understanding, and determine how far the learning process has achieved results according to the goals set [4]. One of the evaluation instruments needed to determine student understanding is a cognitive assessment instrument[5]. Implementation of the available curriculum is the teacher's job to be able to guide students to be able to think critically and systematically and be able to conclude problem-solving, as well as have higher-order thinking skills (HOTS) [6]. Indicators to measure higher-order thinking skills include analyzing, evaluating, and creating [7].

The output of students with higher-order thinking skills is not only developed in the learning process but must also be supported by evaluations that reflect higher-order thinking skills because evaluation is an integral part of classroom learning [8]. Evaluation can be used to measure the success of achieving the learning indicators carried out [9]. Three aspects of learning outcomes indicators are cognitive, psychomotor, and affective. The evaluation used to measure higher-order thinking skills is based on cognitive aspects. Evaluation

instruments that measure higher-order thinking skills can use various assessments, such as modified multiple choice. The two-tier multiple-choice question form is one of the Modified multiple-choice alternatives that can be used to measure higher-order thinking skills. The two-tier multiple-choice question form was developed by Treagust [10]. Treagust uses multilevel multiple-choice questions to diagnose students' ability to understand science concepts. The form question consists of two levels of questions; the first level is the content of the question, which has two alternative answers, and the second level is the reason for the answer chosen based on the first choice.

Haladyna & Downing, and Treagust stated the advantages of the two-tier multiple-choice question form, one of which is used for test purposes that measure students' cognitive abilities at a higher level (Higher Order Thinking Skills) [11]. The two-tier multiple-choice question form can be used to help test students' understanding and help identify misconceptions that students may have. The inclusion of reasons at the second level of the two-tier multiple-choice question form can be used to improve higher-order thinking skills and see students' ability to give reasons [12]. The inclusion of reasons at the second level of this question can be used to reduce the occurrence of answers based on guesswork and obtaining results based on luck which is often the weakness of the usual multiple-choice questions. Objective, easy and fast assessment of questions is the advantage of the two-tier multiple choice question compared to other questions of higher order thinking skills, for example, essay questions.

This study focuses on analyzing physics evaluation instruments on static fluid material. In this study, the evaluation was carried out using an instrument of two-tier multiple-choice questions following the HOTS questions. This instrument measures students' abilities in a static fluid material. This instrument was designed as a two-tier multiple-choice, namely multilevel multiple-choice questions consisting of the main question and the reason for the answer to the main question [13]. In this instrument, the aspect considered is students' abilities in higher-order thinking. The evaluation instrument was tested on class XI MIPA 1 students at senior high school 2 Jambi City and then analyzed using the Rasch model.

Georg Rasch developed an analytical model from grain response theory in the 1960s that is similar to what is commonly called the IRT 1PL (one parameter) [14]. This mathematical model was later popularized by Benjamin Wright Linacre [15]. With raw data in dichotomous data (true and false), which indicates student abilities, Rasch formulates this into a model that connects students and items [16]. A student who can do 80% of the questions correctly certainly has better abilities than other students who can only do 65% of the questions. The data (percentage) shows that the raw data obtained is nothing but an ordinal data type that shows rank and is not linear [17]. Because ordinal data do not have the same interval, it needs to be converted into ratio data for statistical analysis. So if someone gets a score of 80%, the odds ratio is 80:20 (meaning: 80 correct scores compared to 20 wrong scores), which is nothing but frequency/ratio comparison data that is more appropriate for measurement purposes. Through this ratio comparison data, Rasch developed a measurement model that determines the relationship between the level of student ability (person ability) and item difficulty (item difficulty) by using a logarithmic function to produce measurements at the same intervals. The result is a new logit (log odds unit) which shows the student's ability and item difficulty later from the logit value obtained [18].

The data is in the form of numbers which are raw data scores from the exams carried out by students from the exam questions/instruments given. The instrument is designed from variables that have been satisfactorily defined (e.g., quantitative ability), then the relevant constructs are identified (i.e., those that can be measured through arithmetic tests, number series, and quantitative comparisons), items are created and developed to be able to measure the variables identified meant. At the same time, the answer choices provided follow the scoring pattern adhered to by classical test theory (CTT). In the context of Rasch modeling, this 'Fixed' scoring pattern is a measurement whose results depend on who is being measured (test-dependent scoring) [19]. The concept of objective measurement in the social sciences and educational assessment, according to Mok and Wright (2004), must have five criteria [20], that is, provides a linear measure with equal intervals, carry out the proper estimation process, find inappropriate items (misfits) or unusual (outliers), overcoming missing data and produces replicable measurements (independent of the parameters studied). These five conditions can only be met by Rasch modeling. This suggests that the quality of measurements in educational assessments made using Rasch modeling will have the same quality as measurements made in the physical dimension in physics (e.g., measuring length with a centimeter ruler, measuring weight with a kilogram balance, etc.).

When viewed further, the logit scale (log odds unit) produced in Rasch modeling is a scale with equal intervals and is linear in nature, derived from the ratio data (odds ratio) and not the raw score data obtained (1). Therefore, estimating a person's ability or level of difficulty with the problem will have a more precise estimation value and can be compared with each other because they have the same units (logit) (2). Since the algorithm used will sort the respondents from high to low ability, which simultaneously sorts the questions from easy to difficult, there will be inaccuracies/consistency of answers from respondents (misfit) or patterns that are out of the ordinary (outliers) easily detected, as well as for the pattern of responses received by a particular question (3). The sorting of the respondents' abilities and the difficulty of the questions in a structured way also makes the Rasch model able to make predictions when there is missing data (4). The resulting logit scale will
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bring up a value that depends on the response pattern, not on the initial score determined, so Rasch modeling will always produce independent measurements (5).

Analysis with Rasch modeling produces fit statistics analysis, which informs researchers on whether the data obtained ideally depicts that people with high abilities provide patterns of answers to items according to their difficulty level. The parameters used are the infit and outfit of the mean square and standardized values. Inf 

in (inlier sensitive or information weighted fit) is the sensitivity of the pattern of response to the target item on the respondent (person) or vice versa, while outfit (outlier sensitive fit) measures the sensitivity of the pattern of response to items with a certain level of difficulty on the respondent or vice versa [21]. Quantitative research in the social sciences and educational assessment has faced fundamental criticism regarding testing its research instruments. The quantitative instrument test that is usually carried out in CTT is the reliability index (Cronbach’s alpha), which only measures the interaction between items and people how the quality of individual items can never be done because no measuring index can be done at the same time to detect inconsistent respondent answers not even available. In contrast to classical test theory, in Rasch modeling, item analysis is carried out at the level of each item. In addition to items, Rasch modeling simultaneously tests persons (respondents), where consistent patterns of respondents' answers will be seen, who tend to agree (in the attitude instrument) or identify random answers. Tests for research instruments can also be carried out in dimensionality tests and bias detection from the items being tested. That can be done because Rasch modeling fulfills all objective measurement requirements.

The Rasch model is a modern valuation theory that can classify item and person counts in a distribution map [22]. This model is part of the grain response theory [23]. In the Rasch model, test takers with high ability should have a greater probability of correctly answering a question than other students. And vice versa, students have a smaller chance to correctly answer a question with a higher difficulty level [16]. In the Rasch model approach, in addition to paying attention to items, it also pays attention to aspects of responses and their correlations[24]. Compared to other methods, especially classical test theory, the advantage of Rasch modeling is the ability to predict missing data based on a systematic response pattern [25].

An evaluation instrument is said to be good if it can provide appropriate information regarding students' abilities on the competencies tested [26]. In 2016, Susongko conducted research on the test item validation model, namely Messick validity, which includes several aspects such as content, structural, substantive, consequential, and external aspects [27]. This validity was analyzed using the Rasch model supported by Winstep software. Other research related to test theory analysis was conducted by Kustriyono, who used qualitative analysis to determine the characteristics of the tests being tested in terms of material, construction, and language [28]. Winstep software is a computational tool for the Rasch model to analyze scores generated from test instruments to know Outfit MNSQ, Outfit ZSTD, Point Measure Correlation, Item reliability, and Alpha Cronbach [29]. The MNSQ outfit is useful for seeing the suitability of the data with the model used. The expected mean-square value is 1 (one). If the mean-square value at infit is greater than one, the variation of the instrument is more than predicted by the Rasch model. If the infit value is less than 1, then the variation in the instrument is less when compared to the predictions made by the Rasch model[30].

In this study, the researcher wanted to know the quality of the evaluation instrument used to determine students' high-level thinking skills in static fluid material using the Rasch model approach. This quality is measured based on several indicators: item fit with the Rasch model and item reliability. Therefore an evaluation instrument was designed and then determined which items fit and which did not fit with the Rasch model. In addition, with the help of Winstep software, the Cronbach alpha value will be determined to determine the reliability of the items.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

This study focused on the analysis of evaluation instruments using the Rasch model. The Rasch model is a modern assessment theory that can classify item and person calculations in a distribution map to determine the quality of an instrument. The sampling technique in this study was by using purposive sampling. Respondents in this study were 36 students of class XI MIPA 1 Senior high school 2 Jambi City. There are 20 questions on the evaluation instrument that are tested on students. The level of difficulty of the questions starts from easy, medium, and difficult with relatively the same comparison. The questions are in the form of two-tier multiple-choice, namely multiple-choice questions which are included with a choice of reasons. The instrument grid used can be seen in appendix 1.

The results of the evaluation in the form of scores were analyzed using the Ministeps software. From the output of the Ministeps software, several item parameters are obtained that fit the Rasch model. In addition, Cronbach’s alpha value was obtained which was the result of the overall item reliability test. Meanwhile, Outfit MNSQ, Outfit ZSTD and item correlation values with questions as a whole indicate the limits of items that are declared fit with the model. That is, if the Outfit MNSQ value is between 0.5 and 1.5; Outfit ZSTD value is between -2.0 to 2.0; and the item correlation value with a total score ranging from 0.4 to 0.85 [16].
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Based on data analysis using Ministeps software, there are 20 items that fit the Rasch model. These results are presented in full in Table 1.

Table 1. The results of descriptive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Log Person</th>
<th>-0.2</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>Person Reliability</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reliability Items</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alpha Cronbach</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outfit MNSQ</td>
<td>Person</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Item</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZSTD outfits</td>
<td>Person</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Item</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows the logit value of the person or person measure of -0.2 and the item measure value of 0, which means that the item measure value is greater than the person measure. Meanwhile, item reliability is worth 0.85, person reliability is worth 0.75 and Cronbach’s Alpha value is 0.79. Another quantity shown in table 1 is the Outfit Mean Squared (Outfit MNSQ) value of 0.94 in both the person and item columns. Furthermore, Outfit Z Standardized (Outfit ZSTD) values were 0 for persons and -0.1 for items.

The distribution of item items that are considered fit and misfit or not fit with the model can be seen in Figure 1. The following Figure 1 shows the results of the data obtained from the Rasch modeling. not fit Rasch models.

Figure 1. Data on the distribution of questions on fit and misfit or not fit with the Rasch model

Furthermore, it can be seen the data on the results of students' abilities from the person measure results from the Wright map in Figure 2 below:
Next, the graph shows the measurement information obtained from student evaluation instruments on static fluid material can be seen in Figure 3 below:
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Figure 3. Test Information Function
We can discuss them individually based on data analysis using the Rasch model obtained from the above results. First, it can be seen from the reliability value of the instrument. A reliability test on a research instrument is used to determine whether the questionnaire used in collecting research data is reliable or not [31]. If a variable shows a Cronbach Alpha value > 0.60, it can be concluded that this variable can be said to be reliable or consistent in measuring [31]. From the values obtained in the Rasch model, it can be stated that the level of consistency of students' answers is quite high, and the quality of the items in the evaluation instrument used has good reliability. This is supported by Azizah's research [32], which also uses the Rasch model, which shows the reliability value of the instrument expressed in Cronbach's alpha is 0.85, which means a high-reliability value.

Furthermore, the fit criteria for the items can be seen based on the results of the MNSQ outfit values, both person and item, which are in the ideal range of 0.5 < MNSQ < 1.5 [16]. From the results obtained, the MNSQ outfit values are already in the ideal range. This means that the evaluation instrument used is under the Rasch model. Then, based on the results of the Outfit Z Standardized (Outfit ZSTD) values obtained, it is between the range -2.0 < ZSTD < 2.0, which can be interpreted as having a rational possible value [32]. This means the items follow the Rasch model and can be used as an evaluation instrument for static fluid material. This is also supported by Azizah's research [32], which obtained the results of 25 questions according to the Rasch model with an average ± average Outfit MNSQ for a person and item ± 0.98 and 0.98 respectively, while the Outfit ZSTD value for person and item is ± 0 each and -0.01.

Based on Figure 1 above regarding the distribution of item items that are considered fit and misfit or not fit with the model can be analyzed with the terms and conditions of the value limit. Item boundaries are declared fit with the model if one or both conditions are met. The first requirement is that the Outfit MNSQ value lies between 0.5 to 1.5; the Outfit ZSTD value lies between -2.0 to 2.0, and the item correlation value with the total score (point measure correlation) lies between 0.4 to 0.85[21]. Based on the analysis of the evaluation instrument using the Ministeps program in Figure 1, it was found that all the items met the fit criteria, meaning that out of 20 items, there were no misfit items.

Furthermore, the value of students' ability level in working on the questions is shown from the Ministeps output, namely the Wright map in Figure 2 above. Data obtained from students with code 23PB have the highest ability or ability, while students with codes 09LB and 13LB have the lowest ability. Figure 3 shows the measurement information obtained from student evaluation instruments on static fluid material. The x-axis shows students' ability level in working on a given test, while the y-axis shows the value of the information function. Based on the graph, the information obtained by the measurement is very high at the medium ability level.

4. CONCLUSION

Based on the results of the Rasch modeling evaluation instrument used for physics subjects on static fluid material fit with the Rasch model. This is indicated by the item score (item reliability) of 0.85, person reliability of 0.75, and Cronbach's alpha value of 0.79, while the Outfit Mean Square Statistics (Outfit MNSQ) value is 0.94 in the person and item column. The value of Outfit Z Standard (Outfit ZSTD) is 0 for the person table and -0.1 for the item table. While the number of items that fit as many as 20 items. The instrument meets the reliability criteria, which is quite high, so that means the instrument is feasible to use. For future researchers, implementing the Rasch model trials on other instruments is better. To know whether the instrument used is fit and reliable.
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